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Preamble 

This document subsumes and replaces the Proof of Evidence submitted on 28th March 2014. An 

update to that document was necessitated by the new information contained in the Historic 

Environment Update (B-13) submitted by the Promoters and other information which has come to 

light during the Inquiry. New text is indicated in Red font. 

My Qualifications 

I was a Corporate Member of the Royal Town Planning Institute from 1970-2013 but I am now 

retired (MRTPI). I worked in local government from 1967 to 1997 and then part-time for Leeds 

Metropolitan University until 2010 and as a freelance Planning Consultant until 2013. I am currently 

a Planning Aid volunteer.   

My specialism in recent years was community based Planning, notably design and heritage involving 

the preparation of Neighbourhood and Village Design Statements, including Headingley  and 

Conservation Area Appraisals, including  Headingley Hill, Hyde Park and Woodhouse Moor. 

I am also a resident in West Park. 

My Evidence 

1. I have studied some of the documentation produced by the NGT proposers, notably the NGT 

Environmental Main Statement (A-08b), the Historic Environment Statement (A-08c-7), the 

Environment Non-Technical Summary (A -08a), the Landscape/Townscape Appendix (A-08e-1) 

and the Urban Design and Access Statement (A-08k).  I will also refer to the Historic 

Environment Update (B-13). 

 

2. I will focus on addressing items 4, 5d, 16 and 18 in the Statement of Matters. 

 

3. In presenting my evidence I will draw on material included in the Revised Statement of Case 

submitted by NWLTF in February 2014, but updated in the light of further evidence submitted 

to the Inquiry since then, notably the Historic Environment Update (B13). Significant 

amendments/additions are highlighted in red font in the revised Statement of Case attached as 

an Appendix to this Proof of Evidence. 

 

4. My reading of the proposers documents leads me to conclude that there are a number of 

inconsistencies and deficiencies in the case made for the NGT in respect of relevant National 

and Local Planning policies and guidelines, which would result in significant harm to heritage 

assets, and to the wider character of the townscape and landscape, along the A660 corridor in 

particular, and which would not be outweighed by the public economic, social and 

environmental benefits of the scheme. 

 



Appendix: Detailed Evidence provided by Tony Ray 

Objection 3 

We consider that it would be wholly wrong and unsafe to grant the TWAO given that the scheme 

is inconsistent, and in conflict, with relevant legislation, guidelines, plans and policies related to 

design and heritage matters. 

c.        The principles of good street design are encapsulated in the widely respected Manual for 

Streets (2007 and 2010) (See our attached appendix E.02) but the NGT proposals are often 

inconsistent with these principles. For example: 

i. Paragraph 4.71) (E.02a attached) states that ‘traditionally, road hierarchies have been 

based on traffic capacity’ e. g. radial road, distributor road, access road. However, the 

approach now recommended to street design is ‘determined by the relative importance 

of both their place and movement functions’ e.g. shopping street, boulevard, mixed-use 

street.  The insensitive treatment by the NGT scheme of the A660 corridor, which has all 

the above characteristics, to enable the imposition of an inflexible and non-integrated 

public transport system, is contrary to these principles. 

ii. In respect of public transport, para 6.5.11 (E.02b attached) states that ‘Bus stops should 

be placed near junctions so that they can be accessed by more than one route on foot or 

near specific passenger destinations (schools, shops etc).  One of the results of the lack 

of integration of the NGT scheme is that many existing bus stops along the route have 

been removed or moved away from such locations. 

iii. Paragraphs 10.1.1 and 10.1.2 (E.02c attached) state that ‘street furniture and lighting 

equipment should also be integrated’ and ‘that it is especially important in historic 

towns and conservation areas’. It is therefore not appropriate to duplicate lighting 

columns with OLE and to have separate trolley and bus stops. 

iv. This latter point is reinforced in Streets for All published by English Heritage (2004) (see 

our attached appendix E.03) which states that ‘the underlying principles are to reduce 

clutter, co-ordinate design, and reinforce local character whilst maintaining safety for 

all’. Although these principles are recognised in the design objectives in Table 1.01 

(pg11) of the NGT Urban Design and Access Statement (A-08k) 

v. , they are in conflict with the objective to ‘reinforce NGT identity and brand’ so that 

‘NGT routes should be easily identifiable (overhead lines will contribute significantly to 

this)’ and there should be a ‘distinctive brand to NGT stops’.   

 

d.       The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (see our attached appendix E.04) in para 64 

(E.04a attached) states that ‘Permission should be refused for development of poor design that 

fails to take the opportunities for improving the character and quality of an area and the way 

it functions’. In West Park, for example, DF7 drawings state that there is an ‘opportunity to 

upgrade surfaces to the local neighbourhood centre’ but no actual proposals have been put 

forward in the TWAO. 

 

e.        The NPPF in para 65 (E.04b attached) goes on to state that ‘Local Planning Authorities should 

not refuse planning permission for buildings or infrastructure which promote high levels of 

sustainability because of concerns about incompatibility with an existing townscape, if those 



concerns have been mitigated by good design (unless the concern relates to a designated 

heritage asset and the impact would cause material harm to the asset or its setting which 

would not be outweighed by the proposal’s economic, social and environmental benefits).’   

Conservation Areas, of which there are 6, almost continuously along the A660 route from the 

Lawnswood roundabout to Leeds University (see our appendix F1 attached), are ‘designated 

heritage assets’, as are Listed Buildings and Structures, of which there are 58 along the same 

A660 route which suffer from ‘adverse residual effects’ with at least 2 classed as moderate i.e. 

significant, according to the Historic Environment Update (B.13).   

            In the city centre some 103 listed buildings or structures also suffer from adverse residual 

effects with 9 of them classed as moderate/significant.   

            On the Southern route, the Garden Gate pub also suffers from moderate/significant adverse 

residual effects too. 

            We consider that the impact of the NGT scheme causes ‘material harm’ to all of the above 

assets or their setting’, the cumulative impact of which is not outweighed by the benefits of 

the scheme, at least not along the A660 corridor. 

 

f.        The NPPF in para 128 states that ‘in determining applications, local planning authorities should 

require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any 

contribution made to their setting’.  

            Policy P11 on Conservation in the Leeds Core Strategy supports this and states that 

‘Development proposals will be expected to demonstrate a full understanding of historic assets 

affected’ and that ‘Heritage statements assessing the significance of assets, the impact of 

proposals, and mitigation measures will be required to be submitted by developers to 

accompany development proposals.’  

            The NPPF, in para 132 (E.04c attached), goes on to state that ‘When considering the impact of 

a proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight 

should be given to the asset’s conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the 

weight should be.  Significance can be harmed or lost through alteration or destruction of the 

heritage asset or development within its setting.  As heritage assets are irreplaceable, any 

harm or loss should require clear and convincing justification’.  

            In respect of Conservation Areas those elements described as having ‘special architectural or 

historic interest’ are particularly significant to ‘the character or appearance of which it is 

desirable to preserve or enhance’.  

            In  the TWAO  Listed Building Consent and Conservation Area Consent Applications (A-09a-c 

and A-10) general terms are used  to justify the applications such as ‘considerable public 

benefit to the people of Leeds in economic growth and environmental terms’ and ‘the need 

for the development therefore outweighs the harm to the building’.  

            We contend that these vague justifications do not meet the NPPF tests above in explicitly 

justifying the harm to each specific heritage asset including its setting.  

            While it is noted that the Historic Environment Update (B-13) does more specifically, albeit 

belatedly, address the issue of impact on setting, the documents A-09 and 10 remain 

unaltered and fail to meet the requirements of the NPPF and Core Strategy. 

 

g.        Paragraph 128 of the NPPF (E.04d attached) also requires that, where a development includes 

a heritage asset with archaeological interest, ‘the developers should submit an appropriate 



desk based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation’. However, paragraphs 2.26 

and 2.29 of the Environmental Statement Technical Appendix (A08c-7) acknowledge that no 

fieldwork has taken place and that the impacts on the heritage assets are uncertain. No pre-

determination evaluation has taken place on any archaeological site, despite the sites being 

referred to as ‘significant’ by the West Yorkshire Archaeology Advisory Service (WYAAS). This 

inadequacy is addressed in more detail in the supporting document ‘Historical Environment 

Assessment’ attached as our Appendix D.  

h.        Policy P11 in the Leeds Core Strategy regarding Conservation states that ‘the historic 

environment, consisting of archaeological remains, historic buildings, townscapes and 

landscapes, including locally undesignated assets and their settings will be conserved and 

enhanced, particularly those elements which help to give Leeds its distinct identity’, including 

‘the legacy of country houses, public parks, gardens and cemeteries’.  

            We consider that the Conservation Areas along the Otley Road corridor from the Lawnswood 

roundabout to the University incorporate such elements which give Leeds its distinct identity, 

notably stone Victorian buildings and structures, set in streetscapes with mature trees, and 

Woodhouse Moor, the first public park in Leeds and that the NGT scheme will not conserve let 

alone enhance this historic environment. 

 

j.         ‘Saved Policies’ from the Unitary Development Plan (Review 2006) (see our attached 

appendix  E.06) include SA1 (E.06a attached) which states a strategic aim to protect ‘existing 

good environment, and conserving and enhancing where there is scope for improvement’.  

More specifically N18A (E.06b attached) states that ‘There will be a presumption against any 

demolition of a building or parts of a building which makes a positive contribution to the 

character and appearance of a Conservation Area’ while N20 (E.06c attached) states that 

‘Demolition or removal of other features which contribute to the character of the Conservation 

Area and which are subject to Planning Control, such as trees, boundary walls or railings will 

be resisted’. We consider that the NGT proposals in respect of the northern route are clearly in 

conflict with these policies. Policy T1(v) of the Unitary Development Plan (See our attached 

appendix E.06d) referred to the intention to “encourage integration between travel modes 

through better interchange between and within modes”. We contend that, by introducing a 

new mode with its own stops quite separate from the bus stops, the Trolleybus proposals 

would represent a reduction in integration.   

k.        The (third) West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan (WLTP) of Oct 2012 (see our attached 

appendix E.07) has six ‘big ideas’, including developing ‘integrated ticketing and smart card 

technology’, ‘a new approach to buses as part of an integrated transport system’ and 

‘supporting Park and Ride buses’. In addition, their priorities include the ‘continued 

development of proposals for Bus Quality Contract Schemes’. We would support all these 

aspirations and consider them to be more appropriate solutions to the needs of the A660 

corridor than a Trolleybus competing with existing bus services. 

l.         The (second) WYLTP also states under the Quality of Life (see our attached appendix E.08) 

heading that ‘the quality of public space (including streetscape) is, and will continue to be, an 

important consideration in all transport projects’. The TWAO proposals, involving loss of over 

400 trees and the severe lopping of an unknown number to allow for the overhead power 



cables, the addition of extra street furniture and of the OLE poles and cables themselves, is 

clearly at odds with this consideration.  

m.      Objectives of the Local Transport Plan (according to The Programme Entry Business Case 

§2.16, p11/87) include “to make progress towards a low carbon, sustainable transport system 

for the region”. This is clearly at odds with the increase in greenhouse gas emissions and the 

reduction in the use of active modes which are forecast by Metro (see Table 7.3 in Document 

B-1 and Table 12.4in Document C-1, respectively) to result from the introduction of the 

trolleybus system. 

n.        Objectives of the Local Transport Plan (according to The Programme Entry Business Case 

§2.16, p11/87) include “to enhance the quality of life of people living and working in the 

region”. This is clearly at odds with the anticipated loss of trees and greenspace, the predicted 

increase in congestion and the threat to small businesses in the communities along the A660. 

o.        The NPPF (in paras 29-30) (E.04g attached) and the strategy for West Yorkshire’s Third Local 

Transport Plan (in our attached appendix E.07) each indicate that the use of sustainable 

modes of transport should be encouraged. The Leeds Climate Change Strategy - Vision for 

Action (see our attached appendix E.09) gives particular priority to the promotion of smarter 

choices including walking and cycling.  The fact that the trolleybus is forecast to lead to a 

reduction in the use of active modes indicates that the TWAO proposals are contrary to these 

policies and priorities. We also note that, since the A660 corridor already has around twice the 

proportion of active mode use and public transport use than that achieved in any other 

corridor into Leeds, a policy-compliant priority would be to invest in increasing the use of 

active modes in those other corridors rather than in jeopardising the current performance of 

the A660. 

p.        The Leeds City Region Transport Vision (see our attached appendix E.10) refers to “making 

best use of the transport assets in the City Region”. We contend that, given its expected 

impact on existing bus services and its resultant under-use of bus stops, it signally fails to do 

this. 

q.       The West Park Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan (2008) (see our attached 

appendix E.11) states that ‘The parade of shops on Otley Road forms part of a focal point 

around the roundabout area, a gateway to the suburb. The forecourt is the principal public 

space in the Conservation Area’ (pg7)(E.11a attached). ‘There are a number of important 

specimens (trees) by the parade of shops’ (pg12) (E.11b attached).  The current proposals 

involve the possible loss of one of the significant trees on the forecourt and while reference is 

made in para 3.43 in the NGT Historic Environment Statement (A-08c-7) to ‘poor public realm 

treatment that offers scope for enhancement’, there are no specific proposals to do so. 

 

r.        The Weetwood Conservation Area appraisal and Management Plan (2010) states, in the 

summary, that one of the key characteristics of the area is the ‘surviving elements of the 

landscaped grounds of the mansions, in particular the boundary belts and mature trees form a 

dominant element of the special character’. It goes on to state ‘retain historic boundary 

treatments’ and ensure the setting of the conservation area is considered as a material 

consideration’. While the Historic Environment Statement (A-08c -7) makes reference to 



‘landscaped grounds with lodge houses’ as ‘focal points ‘on the Otley Road (para 3.44), the 

residual effect is stated in the Historic  Environment Update (B-13) to be only minor 

adverse/not significant in table 4.7 (pg83) 

            We consider that the setting back of boundary walls to Spenfield (Grade II*), including tree 

loss and the removal of trees in the central reservation opposite the entrance to Weetwood 

Hall (Grade II*) as moderate adverse affecting the setting and special character of the 

conservation area. 

 

S.        The Far Headingley Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan (2008) (see our 

attached appendix E.12) states that ‘Trees are an important part of the distinctive character of 

the area’. ‘Tree lined roads are a defining feature’ (pg10)(E.12a attached) (significant trees are 

identified on map pg8). It goes on to state the importance of ensuring ‘that traffic 

management measures impact as little as possible on the special character of the area’ (pg12) 

(E.12b attached). In the NGT Main Statement (para 7.159) a description of the impact of loss 

of greenspace and trees within Conservation Areas is followed by the conclusion that it will 

have ‘moderate adverse effect ‘on ‘Otley Road between St.Chad’s Drive and St.Chad’s Parish 

Centre’.  We contend that the impact is major because of the significance of the streetscene 

to the special character of the Conservation Area and the particular significance of the mature 

trees.  

            We note that the NGT non-technical summary (A.08a), summarising the environmental 

impact of the scheme overall, recognises in para 8.57 that Otley Road (St.Chad’s) (N10) is 

among the ‘character areas that have significant negative residual effects..... where there is 

not the opportunity to provide sufficient mitigation measures’ and yet in table 4.7 pg83 in the 

Historic Environment Update (B-13) the residual effect is shown as minor adverse/not 

significant. 

            A more detailed assessment of the impact of the NGT scheme is given in our Appendix D – 

Historic Environment Assessment. 

 

t.         The Headingley Hill, Hyde Park and Woodhouse Moor Conservation Area Appraisal and 

Management Plan (2012) (see our attached appendix E.13). It should be noted that the 

Headingley, Hyde Park and Woodhouse Moor Conservation Area has been added to English 

Heritage’s ‘Heritage at Risk’ Register (2013) (See our attached appendix E.05).             

            The Conservation Area Appraisal states on pg10 that ‘The streetscape of Headingley Lane is 

central to the character of the area’ (E.13a attached). It also states that ‘Any proposal under 

the NGT scheme, or similar Public Transport schemes, should respect the particular character 

of the streetscape of Headingley Lane, notably stone boundary walls, and take advantage of 

opportunities for enhancements’(pg17) (E.13b attached).  

            However, the NGT Main Statement (para7.156), having described the impact upon listed 

structures within Conservation Areas, concludes that it will have a ‘moderate adverse effect 

for Rose Court’ and minor impacts for three other Grade II listed buildings. We contend that 

there is significant impact on other listed buildings and structures and that the cumulative 

impact is major as the streetscape is central to the special character of the Conservation Area.  

It is noted that the Historic Environment Update (B13) goes some way to rectifying the 

original inadequate assessment with the raising of the effect to moderate adverse to 

Buckingham house and Ford House. However, there are at least 9 other listed buildings, such 



as the Elinor Lupton Building (L118) and the Lodge House at the entrance to Hinsley Hall 

(L118) with close frontages to Headingley Lane whose setting will be moderately adversely 

affected.  

            The NGT non-technical summary (A.08a), identifies the stretch from Shaw Lane to Hyde Park 

Corner (By-pass and Headingley Lane) (N12-16) as being among the ‘character areas that have 

significant negative residual effects..... where there is not the opportunity to provide sufficient 

mitigation measures’. In addition, the Landscape/Townscape Appendix (A-08e-1) recognises 

that the ‘streetscape is permanently wider’ (para L.598) and the impact remains significant 

(para L.597).  

            In respect of the route across Woodhouse Moor there appears to be a serious mistake in the 

Historic Environment Statement A-08c-7 in para 3.66 which states ‘the Moor is not protected 

by any heritage designations’ when it is clearly within the Headingley Hill, Hyde Park and 

Woodhouse Moor Conservation Area. This is belatedly recognised in para 3.71 in the Historic 

Environment Update (B-13). However, this mistake is repeated in the Landscape Assessment 

Appendix A-08e-1 where in Table 4.84 (para 4.674) the townscape sensitivity is only medium, 

because the Moor is not recognised as being in a conservation area, when it should be high 

and the significance should be major adverse. 

            In the Historic Environment Update (B-13) para 4.118 recognises that the character of the 

conservation area ‘will be changed through the presence of an off-highway route across 

Woodhouse Moor, OLE, wider highways, and set-back walls but unlike similar wording for the  

Headingley CA (para 4.117) states that this will only have a low impact. This difference is 

repeated in table 4.7 for the operational stage. 

            In addition, it should be noted the whole of the Moor is ‘Protected Greenspace’ (policy N1) in 

the approved Leeds Unitary Development Plan (E.06d attached). 

            Finally, in para 4.671, reference is made to ‘the surface of Monument Moor will be improved’, 

‘to replace the scruffy gravel informal parking area’. This is reflected in table 4.84 where the 

effects after mitigation are reduced to only slight adverse. This is contrary to the policy in para 

130 of the NPPF which states ‘where there is evidence of neglect or damage to a heritage 

asset, the deteriorated state of the heritage asset should not be taken into account in any 

decision’. 

            Further evidence on the threat to the historic environment posed by the NGT proposals is 

given in the Historical Environment Assessment attached as our Appendix D.  

 

u.        There is no detailed Conservation Area Appraisal for the Headingley Conservation Area but the 

Headingley and Hyde Park Neighbourhood Design Statement (2010) (see our attached 

appendix E.14) states in para10.5.1 that ‘The implementation of the NGT scheme, or other 

public transport proposals, would have an impact on the area, particularly if they involved a 

by-pass of the Headingley Centre. Any such proposal should be sensitively undertaken to create 

a ‘green corridor’ with accompanying pedestrian and cycle ways, so minimising impact on the 

mature landscape of the area’. (pg21) (E.14a attached). It further states in para 11.5.4 that 

‘any proposal under the NGT scheme within the boundaries of the Conservation Area should 

be in keeping with the character of the area and seek to enhance the setting of the area’ (pg 

24) (E.14b attached).  



            In the absence of a detailed Conservation Area Appraisal, it was particularly important that 

the promoters undertook a thorough assessment of the historic environment of the centre of 

Headingley.   

            The NGT Main Statement (para 7.159) clearly states that there are a number of elements 

which each result in a moderate adverse effect including ‘loss of trees along east side of road 

through road widening north of Alma Road’, ‘off highway corridor between Headingley Lane 

and Alma Road will result in the severance of the small paddock areas and hedgerows between 

Oakfield, Headingley Castle and St. Columba’s Church, a loss of trees within the swathe of 

woodland corridor, which forms part of the character and special interest of the area, 

providing an important background setting for many of its significant buildings’, and severance 

of local side roads’, and yet the statement concludes in para 7.160 that ‘following mitigation, 

it is considered the effects will be not significant. We contend, however, that the cumulative 

impact is significant.  

            Once again, our contention has been partially recognised by para 3.9 in the Historic 

Environment Update (B-13) which rewords para 7.160 to read ‘However, significant residual 

effects will remain at the off highway route in Headingley and specifically on Headingley Castle 

and its lodge and Headingley Conservation Area’. 

            However, in para 4.109 under the heading ‘urban realm enhancements’ it states that ‘the 

proposal also seeks to create green space around the Arndale Centre’ and that ‘the effects will 

therefore be minor beneficial’.  No mention is made of the loss of trees, that currently partly 

screen the Arndale Centre when viewed from the conservation area to the east, nor of the 

turnround facility for the NGT opposite the listed Broderick Court which would significantly 

affect its setting (see plans 116 and 117 in APP-10-3).  

            These omissions and inconsistencies reflect the lack of a thorough assessment of the 

Headingley Conservation Area even after the publication of B13. 

            The NGT Environment Statement non-technical summary (A.08a), identifies the stretch from 

Shaw Lane to Hyde Park Corner (By-pass and Headingley Lane) (N12-16) as being among the 

‘character areas that have significant negative residual effects..... where there is not the 

opportunity to provide sufficient mitigation measures’. The Landscape Assessment  Technical 

Appendix A-08e-1 also states in para 4.556 ‘that the introduction of the NGT scheme will have 

permanently changed the character of the area to the point that it is almost irreversible’ 

resulting in the conclusion in para 4.559 to a ‘moderate adverse effect’ even by year 15 ‘which 

is significant’. 

              

v.        The revised Far Headingley, Weetwood and West Park Neighbourhood Design Statement 

2014 was adopted on 1st September 2014 as a Supplementary Planning Document (see our 

attached appendix E.15). It states that ‘Otley Road is characterised by a varied mix of 

attractive period buildings, stone walls, mature trees, generous grass verges and wide 

footpaths, and its unique character must be respected. It goes on to state that ‘the design of 

the NGT proposals must recognise the important function of Otley Road in distributing local 

vehicles, cycles and pedestrians around the area and should respect the character of the three 

Conservation areas affected. (page 18) (E.15a attached). ‘Otley Road is attractively lined by 

mature trees, including in the central reservation including in the central reservation as it 

approaches the Lawnswood Roundabout ’ (page 63) (E.15b attached). 



            The TWAO proposals clearly conflict with the character of the area as described in the 

Neighbourhood Design Statement, notably in the removal of mature trees and road widening 

resulting in loss of grass verges. 

            We note that the NGT non-technical summary (A.08a) does recognise in para 8.57 that Otley 

Road (Bodington Park and Ride to West Park) (N04) and Otley Road (St.Chad’s) (N10) are 

among the ‘character areas that have significant negative residual effects’ and ‘where there is 

not the opportunity to provide sufficient mitigation measures’.  

 

w.       In respect of the City Centre Conservation Area, Mr Ward in his evidence (APP-9-2) in para 4.4 

stated that he attributed ‘a high value rather than a medium value because of the 

concentration of listed buildings, many highly graded, and the continuity and  coherence of 

the Victorian townscape’. This view, however, was not reflected in the original Historic 

Environment Technical Appendix, nor is it in the Historic Environment Update (B-13). Table 

4.6 on pg 75 still gives the Leeds City Centre CA medium value and the cumulative level of 

effect only moderate as a result. We would support Mr. Ward’s view of a high value rating for 

the city centre and note that in Mr Ward’s supplementary doc APP-165 on pg5, point 1, it 

states that the city centre conservation areas were originally linked to form a single 

‘outstanding’ conservation area in 1981.  

            We consider that the his criteria of a ‘concentration of listed buildings’ and ‘coherence of the 

Victorian townscape’ should also apply to, at least, the Headingley Hill, Hyde Park and 

Woodhouse Moor CA with its 75 listed properties, and note in APP-165 on pg 30, point 1, 

referring to the amalgamation of all the conservation areas in Headingley, that the Headingley 

conservation area be considered as ‘outstanding’ in 1980. This would be the equivalent of 

‘high value’ too and would raise the level of harmful effects accordingly.  

 

x.        The supporting document ‘Historical Environment Assessment’ attached as our Appendix D 

examines methodological issues and looks at two sample Conservation Areas in detail which 

are ‘designated heritage assets’ according to the NPPF (p51) and which have detailed Adopted 

Conservation Area Appraisals. 

            It concludes in para 6.1that: 

i. ‘The Environmental Statement and supporting appendices which support the NGT Leeds 

proposal are flawed in their methodology and as a result underplay the impact of the 

proposal on heritage assets and conservation areas in particular’. 

ii. Guidance on the ‘significance’ of heritage assets on page 56 of the NPPF (E.04e 

attached), states that ‘The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations 

because of its heritage interest. That interest may be archaeological, architectural, 

artistic or historic. Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s physical 

presence, but also from its setting.’ Contrary to this holistic guidance para 6.1 goes on to 

state that ‘With the significance and impacts on the conservation areas being dealt with 

in landscape chapters which do not adopt heritage approaches to understanding 

significance’, and ‘the heritage appendices failing to adequately assess significance of 

the conservation areas of their impacts’,  the result stated in para 6.2-1 is that ‘the 

value of elements which make a positive contribution towards the character of the 

conservation areas (mostly mature trees, boundary walls and streetscape) have been 

downplayed despite clear steers from the conservation area appraisals (which are a 



material consideration in the determination of planning applications) that they are of 

significance and essential to the character of the area’.   

iii. The Technical Appendices of the Environmental Statement do not look at the special 

interest, architectural, historic, artistic and/or archaeological, of a heritage asset nor do 

they consider whether its relationship to the surroundings is part of its significance. 

Failure to consider these aspects leads the Environmental Statement to underestimate 

the impacts. While noting that this failure has been partly recognised in the Historic 

Environment Update (B-13), there remains a failure to undertake a coherent/holistic 

approach to examining the impact of the NGT scheme on the Conservation Areas in 

particular, ‘areas of special architectural or historic interest, the character or 

appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance’ (Section 69 of the Planning 

(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. 

 

y.        The Historic Environment Update (B-13) in para 3.6 makes significant amendments to the 

original para 7.173 of the Main Historic Statement regarding cumulative effect, notably 

‘where there are a number of impacts on the same asset these can be considered to have a 

cumulative effect and potentially raise the overall effect of the scheme on that asset’, This is 

repeated in para 4.121 in the Technical Appendix. In para 3.7 it completely replaces the 

original paras 7.174 to 7.176 and states that ‘all of the conservation areas are subject to more 

than one impact – from demolition of boundary walls and non listed buildings, highway 

widening, introduction of OLE catenary infrastructure etc’. ‘Additionally, many of the individual 

heritage assets along the route will be subjected to more than one impact’. While the multiple 

impacts along the A660 corridor are now recognised for some individual listed buildings such 

as Headingley Castle, Buckingham House and Rose Court now have moderate residual effects, 

but in the case of Conservation Areas, only Headingley of the 6 conservation areas along the 

corridor is considered to have moderate residual effects. We consider this completely 

underestimates the cumulative impact, particularly on Headingley Hill, Hyde Park, Woodhouse 

Moor, with the additional impacts of loss of green space, loss of mature trees, and visual 

amenity (views of landscape and streetscape/townscape) and that the cumulative level of 

harm is at least moderate. If one added the number of individual listed buildings or structures 

which are identified as adversely affected in The Historic Environment Update (B-13), which 

in the case of the Headingley Hill, Hyde Park and Woodhouse Moor  Conservation area is 23, 

then the overall cumulative effect on the heritage assets overall becomes major. 

z.         We take a more holistic view of the heritage assets of the conservation areas and consider 

that the promoters approach of separate assessment methodologies for historic environment, 

landscape/townscape character and visual impact lack coherence and fail to recognise the 

cumulative impact of those assessments in the context of the overall ‘special architectural or 

historic interest’ of the conservation areas. If we now consider the scheme as a whole and its 

overall effect on the environment then the guidance in the Department of Transport’s TAG 

UNIT A3 – Environment Impact Appraisal Guidance (DCRA/107) is relevant with para 5.3.19 

describing how to arrive at the ‘overall assessment score for a topic from assessments on a 

number of separate key environmental resources affected’. The first ‘principle is that a 

scheme as a whole should be assessed according to the most adverse assessment’, while the 

second ‘principle is that where it is clear that there is a cumulative effect across a range of key 



environmental resources, then the scheme as a whole should be scored in a higher category 

than the key environmental resources in isolation’. The key resources are Landscape, 

Townscape, Historic Environment, biodiversity and Water Environment. The first three are 

particularly relevant to the NGT scheme. Our conclusion is that the overall cumulative effect 

of the NGT scheme as a whole, particularly for the northern route which passes through 8 

conservation areas including the city centre, is at least major and, with the raising of the value 

of the city centre conservation area to high as Mr. Ward stated in his evidence, it would be 

more than major. The NWLTF therefore consider that the significant, if not substantial, harm 

of the NGT scheme, to the overall historic environment, particularly along the northern 

corridor, is not outweighed by the public economic, social and environmental benefits of the 

scheme. 

 

Objection 4 

We consider that it would be wholly wrong and unsafe to grant the TWAO given the failure of the 

proposals to meet the aims, objectives and constraints set out for them in TWAO literature and in 

the Business Case. For example: 

r.         The NGT Urban Design and Access Statement (A -08k) summarises the NGT Design Objectives 

and   Principles in Table 1-01 as: 

i. ‘Promote a network that respects and enhances the existing and distinctive character of 

the areas through which it passes’. There should therefore be an appropriate response 

to the existing character of the route not an imposed concept requiring significant 

changes to that character as is the case of the Northern route. 

ii. ‘NGT should minimise its impact on buildings/boundaries, spaces and features that have 

cultural and/or historical significance’.  This aspiration is clearly not achieved in Far 

Headingley, along the off-highway route in Headingley, down Headingley Lane and 

across Woodhouse Moor.  

            iii.      ‘Minimise clutter often associated with transport infrastructure’. However, the insertion 

of OLE poles with no guarantee of combining them with lighting columns, wire 

attachments to listed buildings and wirescape generally, duplication of stops, additional 

traffic signals, etc., all demonstrably add to clutter.  

iv.       ‘Grass verges and landscaping should be maintained or introduced wherever possible to 

soften the transport corridor and create buffer zones’. The proposal results in precisely 

the opposite with the loss of trees and grass verges outbound in Far Headingley, the 

loss of trees in the central reservation both sides of the Lawnswood roundabout, along 

the off-highway route behind Headingley Centre and across Monument Moor, and 

general road widening elsewhere with loss of trees and green frontages to properties.  

(for further detail see Objection 5 below). 

 

Objection 5 

        We consider that it would be wholly wrong and unsafe to grant the TWAO given that the proposed 

system will seriously detract from the amenity of North West Leeds.   For example: 



a. The expected reduction in frequency of public transport services from any given stop would 

seriously degrade the current accessibility of this area to/from central Leeds (the existing bus 

services currently run at an average of one bus per three minutes. It is expected that this will be 

reduced to one per six minutes. The trolleybus frequency is said to be “up to 10 per hour” but 

they will be picking up at a separate set of stops and, with the provision of trolleybus turn-back 

at the University and at Alma Road, there is a concern that even this frequency will not be 

maintained beyond Alma Road).  

b. The existence of a wide range of local shops, restaurants, churches and other community 

facilities (including Cottage Road Cinema which is one of the oldest continually operating 

cinemas in the country) is a significant positive feature of the amenity of northwest Leeds but 

their continued existence is threatened by the proposed reductions in parking spaces.  

c. The loss of over 400 mature trees will materially diminish the current attractive ambience. Their 

replacement by new planting will eventually be some recompense – provided they survive but 

the loss of the existing mature specimens will be apparent for a generation (Also, as noted in 

Objection 2d above, the cost of maintaining the new trees has apparently not been fully 

quantified and published research indicates that at least 25% of new tree planting in towns and 

cities perishes).   

d. The lopping of an unquantified number of overhanging trees to make way for the overhead 

power lines associated with the Trolleybus will materially diminish the current attractive 

ambience. 

e.     The proposed works, most particularly the road widening , insertion of OLE infrastructure and 

loss of trees and grass verges will have a marked detrimental impact on the visual amenity of 

the area.  

f.      Paragraph 7.159 of the NGT Main Environmental Statement (A -08b) states that ‘trees, gardens 

and soft landscaping form key elements in the special character of three conservation areas 

through which the North Line runs. The loss of those elements will adversely affect the character 

and special interest of the conservation areas’.  It concludes in para 7.178 that ‘the main 

significant residual effects are those associated with the construction of the off highway corridor 

at Alma Road (Headingley Centre) and Monument Moor, and the loss of trees within the 

Conservation Areas (West Park to Woodhouse Moor). Whilst these impacts will be mitigated 

through replanting and landscaping, such mitigation will not take place until planting has 

matured’ (15+ years). The Environmental Non-technical summary (A-08a) in para 8.57 on pg21 

recognises the ‘permanent effects on Landscape/Townscape’ on the route from Shaw Lane to 

Hyde Park Corner (off-highway and Headingley Lane – character areas N12-16) ‘where there is 

not the opportunity to provide sufficient mitigation measures,  there remains significant 

negative effects on the landscape/townscape character’. (Significant effects being either 

moderate or major) 

g.     The same document (A-08a) considers visual amenity and concludes in para 8.60 that again the 

route from Shaw Lane to Headingley Lane (character areas N12-14) suffers from permanent and 

significant effects ‘on people’s views and visual amenity’. 



h.     Surprisingly, Woodhouse Lane/Clarendon Road character areas N17 and N18 across 

Woodhouse Moor are considered in paras 8.58 and 8.61 to ‘have slight residual beneficial 

effects both in terms of landscape/townscape and visual amenity’.  This is despite the 

introduction of OLE infrastructure, not only along Woodhouse Lane but also on Monument 

Moor dramatically intruding into the tree lined ‘boulevard of Woodhouse Lane and the open 

views across the Moor (see photos 98, 99 and 100 in the LTVIA Tech Appendix Annex A (A-08f). 

Mr Ward, under cross-examination of para 5,36 of his evidence, was asked to consider the 

impact of OLE infrastructure, particularly across Woodhouse Moor and the off-highway sections 

where there was no existing clutter at all.  He agreed there would be significant residual effects, 

definitely not low as he stated and may be higher than moderate/major. 


